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1 ABSTRACT  

This deliverable is presenting the proposed framework and scheduling for performing the            

test of the Rebuild toolbox modules developed in Phases 1 and 2 of the project to provide                 

the technical implementation partners with feedback on usability, accessibility, and user           

acceptance.  

This deliverable is mainly based on the findings and inputs from WP2 (Co-design             

Processes) and WP 5 (Integration and technical validation). However, the testing itself will             

focus also on assessing and providing feedback to WP4 (Digital companion), to WP3 (Data              

analysis and skills matching), and WP7 (Ethical impacts). 

The actual scheduling and performance of the testing will be reported in D6.2, according              

to the development status and progression of the Rebuild Toolbox modules, as well as the               

practical situation in the project pilot countries. 

The proposed scheduling takes into consideration the changing environment currently          

affecting (at the time of this writing) the target countries and the possible restrictions due               

to the Covid-19 national or local response plans. 

2 TESTING APPROACH 

2.1 INTRODUCTION 
 

The overall objective of ReBUILD is to improve migrants’ and refugees’ inclusion through             

the provision of a toolbox of ICT-based solutions aiming at the enhancement of both the               

effectiveness of the services provided by local public administration and organizations as            

well as the life quality of the migrants and refugees.  

This project follows a user-centered and participatory design approach, having the           

ambition of addressing properly real target users’ needs, ethical and cross-cultural           

dimensions, and of monitoring and validating the socio-economic impacts of the proposed            

solution. Both target groups (immigrants/refugees and local public services providers) are           

part of a continuous design process which includes the gathering of their feedback and              
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suggestions to inform the development process, with the aim of creating and maintaining             

their engagement throughout and after the project timeline.  

The Consortium’s capacity to engage relevant stakeholders external to the project is a key              

factor in the three main piloting countries: Italy, Spain and Greece, chosen due to their               

geographic situation, i.e crucial points with regards to the main immigration routes. During the              

first phase of the project, users and stakeholders have been engaged through interviews             

and focus groups in the design of the Rebuild toolbox application, through the Co-Creation              

Workshops organized in each of the countries. The testing and pilot phases, in years 2 and                

3 of the project respectively aim at helping the Consortium fine-tuning the ReBUILD ICT              

toolbox before the end of the project.  

The main components of the Rebuild Toolbox to be tested are: 

 

Figure 1. General Overview of ReBUILD 

 

- The local service providers (LSP) dashboard, allowing the inclusion of services data            

in the Rebuild Toolbox 
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- The Rebuild Digital Companion, a mobile application for migrants enabling          

personalized two-way communication using chatbots to provide them with smart          

support for easy access to local services (training, health, employment, welfare,           

etc.) and assessment of the level of integration and understanding of the new             

society, while providing local authorities with data-driven, easy to use decision           

supporting tools for enhancing capacities and effectiveness in the service provision.           

The Digital Companion shall also provide an interface for intermediary process           

agents, such as volunteers, mentors. 

 

The testing shall also provide means to assess and refine the functioning of the following               

technology solutions, taking into account the actual level of development:  

• GDPR-compliancy of migrants’ related background information (user consent and         

anonymization of personal information);  

• AI-based profile analysis enabling both personalized support and policy-support         

data reporting on migration-related issues;  

• AI-based skills/needs matching tool and recommender system, to match migrant          

needs and skills with services provided by local authorities in EU countries and labour              

market needs at local and regional level;  

2.2 OVERALL APPROACH 
 

The testing phase aims at providing feedback to the developers from the stakeholders,             

e.g. the local service providers (LSP) and the migrants. In particular, the tests will assert               

the functioning of the Minimal Viable Product (MVP) version of Rebuild App components             

and underlining services in controlled scenarios environment, and the         

acceptance/feedback by the target users. As initially planned, the tests will be conducted             

in autumn (September 2020) and will last for at least a month. The user test phase will be                  

preceded by a stakeholder mobilization and consultation with LSP with a view to locally              

plan the testing of the different scenarios.  
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In order to cope with the Covid-19 situation, which remains uncertain, tests will be              

organized locally in the target countries by the consortium partners. In this view,             

informational material allowing for self testing will be prepared in order to minimize the              

need for direct assistance: App and scenario leaflets as well as short explanatory videos,              

will allow linking the test phase, where possible, to the previously organized Co-design             

workshops, by engaging with the same group of persons. This would ensure at least some               

of the testers have a good knowledge and understanding of the project.  

2.3 SCENARIO BASED PROTOTYPES 
 

As presented in D2.5 - Services scenarios and prototypes, during the first phase of the               

project, the field data collected have been used as input for Scenario-based design, a set               

of scenarios addressing ReBUILD service and user experience deriving from the           

requirements for the three pilot countries. The use of scenarios (Carroll, 1999; 1995)             

allowed to structure data gathered through activity analysis while envisioning the role and             

functionalities of the ReBUILD system, and assessing and validating the envisioned           

solutions from a technical perspective. In this way, scenarios worked as a design tool              

along the overall design process.  

The plot of the scenario unfolds when the actor starts to perform activities aimed at               

achieving his or her goal, when the product responds to these actions and/or when              

outside events (changes in the setting) trigger or interrupt the interaction between the             

actor and the product. 

The analysis of the narrative scenarios enabled the identification of the different steps for 

the corresponding type of user/perspectives: 

- involved actors (migrants/volunteers/service providers) 

- services touchpoints 

- system components 

- support policies/procedures  

 

The analysis also enabled the identification of questions/open issues in the process, 

including potential critical issues as well as ideas/opportunities. 
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Scenarios represent the tool used to develop a consistent user experience across the             

diversity of the different ReBUILD software services and contexts of use. In particular, the              

scenarios present design concepts to seamlessly support the users in moving across            

different domains such as language and culture, social integration and job seeking. The             

narratives developed are envisioning scenarios, meaning that the most useful and viable            

scenarios envisioned are available to represent the characteristics and role of the future             

system.  

2.4 SCENARIOS / SERVICE BLUEPRINTS 
 

Deliverable D2.5 detailed and analysed the ReBUILD envisioning scenarios developed in           

D5.1 with a view to informing the development of a prototype implementation. These             

scenarios represent and design detailed interaction paths with the objective to allow for             

the refinement of the interaction modalities and the technical features of the Rebuild             

application prototype. Scenarios thus represent the detailed mapping of the workings of a             

given “service” explicating the link between the actual service provision flow (the way the              

service is actually provided in the real world) and the actors involved in the service               

provisions (the providers, the receivers and any middle-man, third party or external            

precondition conducive to the service provision, or affecting the service delivery or            

enjoyment).  

Following the phase of service co-design, the “Service Blueprint” unveils the user            

experience and the related internal processes. The Blueprints thus aim at           

showing/explicating the different steps of the user journey, most of which will remain             

invisible to the final user, once the application is released. This mapping tool therefore              

reveals and describes the interactions between the different actors of the action (i.e. the              

service), from different angles.  

In architecture, the word "blueprint" indicates a technical plan of a building. In this              

context, the blueprint of a service is therefore the plan of the service. The service               

blueprint extends the user journey to the interactions and processes allowing the delivery             

of a service to the user.  
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The process of designing a blueprint involves the consideration of several issues            

(Shostack, 1984), of which the first of which consists in mapping the processes that              

constitute the service. These processes may be visible (front-stage) or invisible           

(backstage) actions. Moreover, intangible elements underlie these processes, such as          

specific rules and regulations, availability of documents, availability of persons, office           

opening hours, or even budget provisions.  

Blueprints may also help discover weaknesses in the processes or enable a better             

understanding of the whole process. Poor user experiences are often due to non-optimal             

process organization: while it may be relatively easy to quickly understand what may be              

wrong in a user interface (unfriendliness, or actions not performing the intended task),             

determining what causes a systemic issue is much more difficult as invisible elements may              

come into play, such as insufficient or corrupted data, potentially resulting in process             

bottlenecks, sensitive data exposure or infinite process loops. Blueprinting exposes the big            

picture of the intended processes and offers a map of dependencies while exposing             

weaknesses. 

Building on document D2.5, the following scenarios were developed in “service blueprint”: 

Scenario Responsible partner 

Healthcare CIDAS (Italy) 

Healthcare OMNES (Greece) 

Access to Higher Education Uninettuno 

Mentoring, Counseling Uninettuno/University of Barcelona 

Social mentoring University of Barcelona 

Language courses Uninettuno 

Job seeking Uninettuno 

Social Housing CIDAS (Italy) 

Table 1. Scenarios developed in the ReBUILD Service Blueprint 

 

The ReBUILD Service Blueprints describe each service according to the following schema: 
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Description Phase Awareness Onboarding Recommended 

procedure info 

and suggestions 

Closing 

Definition of the 
Scenario steps 

Step     

Describes the 
actors taking 
part in the 
actions 

Actor     

Where the given 
step takes place 

Touchpoint     

Lists the systems 
that interact for 
the step to 
happen 

System     

Written or 
unwritten rules 
impacting the 
step process 

Policy/Procedure     

Missing elements 
that may 
influence the 
step process 
elements 

Unknown     

Critical conditions 
that may prevent 
the system from 
delivering results  

Critical Moments     

Potential for 
improvement 

Opportunities     

Visual support to 
the user for each 
step 

Pictograms     

Table 2. ReBUILD Services blueprint schema 

The actual Service Blueprints are in Annex to this document (in the PDF version). 

The following Figure illustrates an example of Service Blueprint (excerpt from CIDAS - 

Housing Service).  
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Figure 2. Example of Service Blueprint 

Service blueprints describe the digital companion smart support for migrants by enabling            

personalized two-way communication using the intelligent chatbot to provide them          

information about available public services. The ReBUILD smart support is designed to            

effectively access and interact to those services and with the local context of services              

providers along three different perspectives: 

a. informative support, by providing contextualized and rich information to the           

end-users, 

b. functional support, by accompanying the end-users in accomplishing their          

operational tasks,  
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c. intelligent support, by enacting empowering strategies in order to let the            

end-users gain autonomy, self-efficacy and trust. 

 

2.5 VALIDATION METHODOLOGY 
The ReBUILD validation methodology aims to demonstrate how a system, a methodology            
or an operational procedure can function in real life conditions with the required level of               
performances, security and operability.  

The Operational Validation can also be defined as the process of answering the question              
“Are we building the right system?” in addition to the Technical Validation and Verification              
that deals with answering the question “Are we building the system right?”.  

The main goal of the validation process in ReBUILD is to conduct an evaluation of the                
platform to determine the appropriateness of the applicative scenarios selected in D2.5.            
Thus, a systematic approach to the Operational Validation has been planned. It applies             
state-of-the-art validation methods, like the European Operational Concept Validation         
Methodology , E-OCVM, that can be used for all the various contributions and results of              1

any R&D Projects. E-OCVM methodologies are integrated with User Centred Design           
approach and techniques, and customised for Information and Communication         
Technology-oriented projects. 

Based on E-OCVM, validation relates both to the identification of the operational needs of              
the stakeholders and to the establishment of appropriate solutions to the problems and             
issues identified. A validation process is an iterative process that ensures the needs are              
properly understood, the solution is well adapted and adequate supporting evidence has            
been gathered.  

The high-level Validation dimensions that we have taken into account to define the             
ReBUILD validation process are:  

1. user acceptability, ease of use and suitability of the system for supporting            
cognitive task requirements, job satisfaction and acceptability,  

2. domain suitability, the suitability of the content of information, display          
representation and system functionalities for the selected applicative domain, its          
work-practices and internal procedures, 

3. technical usability, the property of a tool to be effectively used, understood and             
learnt by the people for which it has been designed, including look&feel aspects of              
the prototype as well as on the way the users will be requested to interact with it.                 
Four key aspects of the technical usability are: 

1 https://www.eurocontrol.int/publication/european-operational-concept-validation-methodology-eocvm  
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a. Usability and Memorability: How easy is it for users to accomplish tasks of             
different level of complexity? How easy can be established/re-established         
proficiency?  

b. Efficiency: Once users have learned the design, how quickly can they           
perform tasks?  

c. Errors: How many errors, how severe are these errors, and how easily can             
users recover from the errors?  

d. Look and feel: how is the HMI design, use of colors, shapes, layout (the              
"look"), and how they relate to the behaviour of dynamic elements such as             
buttons, boxes, and menus (the "feel")? 

In particular, in the following paragraph the User Acceptance Testing method will be             
described. 

2.6 USER ACCEPTANCE TESTING (UAT) 

2.6.1 DEFINITION  
User acceptance testing (UAT) is the last phase of the software testing process that              

ensure the new system does what it set out to do and meets the requirements the                

business has of it (Hambling, Brian; van Goethem, Pauline, 2013). User Acceptance            

Testing refers then, to the process to ensure that the user “accepts” or rejects the               

software product after having used it for a certain period of time. If the software passes                

this testing, the product is released for production/dissemination. 

In the ReBUILD project context, this phase is actually split into two parts: the testing               

phase and the piloting phase. 

User acceptance testing can be defined as (ref. ISO 24765 ) being the formal testing with               2

respect to user needs, requirements and business processes conducted to determine           

whether or not a system satisfies the acceptance criteria and to enable the user,              

customers or other authorized entity to determine whether or not to accept the system. 

Accessibility refers to (ISO 25010 ) the degree to which a component or system can be               3

used by people with the widest range of characteristics and capabilities to achieve a              

2  https://www.iso.org/standard/71952.html  . As June 2020 
 
3 https://iso25000.com/index.php/normas-iso-25000/iso-25010 .  As June 2020 
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specified goal in a specified context of use. This is particularly important as the ReBUILD               

project addresses specific user categories, such as migrants, that are at risk of social              

exclusion, using technologies to tailor services provision in a pervasive and inclusive way             

taking into account each migrant skills and background. 

Whereas the term “user” is typically understood as the person using the actual software              

product, in this context, it refers to the different actors participating in the action and               

having a relationship of cause and effect as providing inputs to the ReBUILD application.  

The main focus of UAT is then to verify that the developed product meets the               

requirements and expectations of the different kinds of users and that they feel             

comfortable in using the application and performing their tasks with it.  

As a result, UAT provides the developers with reports of any issues, change requests, or               

even, in some cases, requests for new functionalities which did not appear in the use case                

analysis. The UAT feedback then, constitutes the input for refinement of the product.  

The piloting phase (year 3) of the ReBUILD project will be seeking the final acceptance of                

the ReBUILD toolbox and companion application by all the involved users in real case              

scenarios. 

2.6.2 VALIDATION CRITERIA 
In particular, the UAT feedback shall enable to measure the degree of validation of the               

MVP ReBUILD toolbox, that is to which extent the product is working for all the users and                 

is meeting their requirements. For the purpose of this user testing, a validation response is               

sought for the following criteria: 

- Concept: the overall understanding of the process (input and output) by the users 

- Services: the tool is effectively matching each given service implemented processes 

- Usability: the tool allows a seamless user experience and is self explanatory 

- Response time: the time-length of the processes is in line with the expectations 
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2.7 UAT TEMPLATE 
The Service Blueprint and the scenario based provide the necessary elements to elaborate 

a UAT template, namely: 

- User and User Roles: these are clearly identified in the Services Blueprint depending             

on the use case scenarios (i.e. beneficiary, LSP, intermediary, volunteers) 

- Test Cases, stories: these are embodied in the Phases of the Service Blueprints and              

generically divided in: “Awareness”, “Onboarding”, “Recommended Procedure,       

information or suggestions”, “Closing”. 

- Language/visuals: as UAT is not performed by professional testers, but actual           

users, the Rebuild Companion does not make assumptions on the language skills of             

the user, as immigrants or refugees are not necessarily fluent in the language of              

the destination country or could be illiterate. In this respect, specific features are             

developed in WP4, including scripted multimedia and pictograms. 

- UAT template: a tool guiding the user through the use case scenario as per the               

Service Blueprint. As users cannot be expected to execute test cases and report the              

issues like professional testers, it may be necessary to organize adequate support            

to ensure a usable test reporting. 

- Hands-on Test documentation/training: a simple set of material (printed or video)           

guiding the users through the phases of the test cases. The offering of a “guided”               

introduction or training to the software will depend on the actual situation at the              

time of the testing (lockdown, restrictions, ...) and will be determined by the             

responsible local partner in the country. 

2.7.1 TESTS SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS 
The IEEE developed the 829 Standard for Software Test Documentation for any type of              

software testing, including User Acceptance Testing, that can be adapted to the Rebuild             

toolbox user testing. The standard includes different types of supporting documents,           

which can be used in three distinct phases of software testing: preparation, running,             

reporting. 

As the tests are to be conducted based on use cases scenarios, at the level of the end 

users, for each of the use cases phases, the Test Plan will include:  
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Test 

ID 

Summary Referring 

module(s) 

Users 

involved 

Object(s) of 

the test 

Testing 

Procedure 

GDPR 

Compliance 

required 

 Ref. Scenarios 
D2.5; Service 
Blueprint 
 
The 
description of 
the test 

Ref. D5.2 
 
The 
technical 
module(s) 
involved in 
the test 
processes 

Ref. 
Scenarios 
D2.5; 
Service 
blueprint 
 
The 
subjects 
taking part 
to the 
actions 

Ref. D5.2 
/D4.x 
 
A description 
of the 
intended 
objective(s) of 
the test, either 
from a process 
or technical 
point of view, 
including data 
collection (if 
applicable) 
 

Ref. Service 
Blueprint (for 
the given 
country use 
case) 
 
The 
pre-requisites 
and the list of 
actions, 
including third 
party inputs (if 
any) out of 
the system 
 

Data layers 
involved in the 
test and 
whether the 
data collected 
in this test 
requires GDPR 
compliance 
(real or 
synthetic-gene
rated data) 

   User 1 Object 1 Action 1  

   User n Object n Action n  

Table 3. Test description 

Test 

ID 

Description Input Action Expected 

Output(s) 

Pre- 

conditions 

Result 

 Description of 
the action and 
procedure for the 
users 
 
 

Ref. Service Blueprint 
(for the given country 
use case) 
 
Description of the 
expected user(s) inputs 
and actions 

As expected 
in the Service 
Blueprint, 
description of 
the expected 
output(s) 

Assessment of 
actual 
pre-requisites 
of 
preconditions 

Assessment of 
the matching, 
ref. Service 
Blueprint 
/ 
User feedback 
/ 
Validation 

Table 4. Test file 

2.8 PROVISIONAL TEST SCHEDULE 
As mentioned hereinabove, the tests will be conducted in autumn 2020 and will last for at 

least a month. The user test phase will be preceded by a preparatory phase, to set up the 

UAT test plan: 

- Mobilization of the relevant stakeholder: depending on the scenarios: 

o the LSP, for preparing for the test scenarios, which may involve different            

persons/services/offices; 
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o the migrants or refugee-groups (possibly involving those who participated in          

the co-design workshops)  

o supporting persons/organizations (volunteers, third-party services) 

- Mapping of the Test objectives by the development partners, in particular to define             

as clearly as possible, the objective of the single test, any particular testing             

procedure, and the desired expected result.  

Tests will be organized locally in the target countries by the pilots’ consortium partners. In               

this view, informational material allowing (as much as possible) for self-testing will be             

prepared in order to minimize the need for direct assistance: App and scenario leaflets,              

and short explanatory videos. 

At the end of the test phase, a final event is expected to be organized in the target                  

countries so as to enable an consultative first-hand exchange on the tests findings. This              

will close the testing phase, and virtually launch the third phase of the ReBUILD project,               

the Pilots. 

 

Test phase Period 

Local Service Providers engagement for 
test phase setup (Italy, Spain, Greece), 
populating the app with local services 

July - September 2020 

Target users outreach and test phase 
startup (Pilot partners in ReBUILD 
organizing target groups, no launching 
event) 

September - October 2020 

Information gathering and insights from 
users and LSPs directly through the 
application 

November - December 2020 

Wrap-up and restitution events with users 
and LSPs - validation of findings and 
participatory design sessions for 
elaborating and informing next phase 

January 2021 

Table 5. Main testing phases 
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Scenarios     
June July Aug Sept Octob Nov Dec 

Access to National Health System                
 Local Service provider        X X     

 Migrant Test Group          X X X 
                 
Medical appointment                

 Local Service provider        X X     
 Migrant Test Group          X X X 
                 
Access to Social Mentoring                
 Local Service Provider        X X     
 Migrant Test Group          X X X 
                 
Access to Language courses                
 Local Service Provider        X X     
 Migrant Test Group          X X X 
                 
                 
Access to Higher Education                
 Local Service Provider        X X     
 Migrant Test Group          X X X 
                 
Support to Job Seeking                
 Local Service Provider        X X     
 Migrant Test Group          X X X 
                 

Figure 3. Detail of planned test periods  
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ANNEX 1 – SERVICES BLUEPRINT 
 

● REBUILD_BLUEPRINT EDUCATION 

● REBUILD_BLUEPRINT_ACCESS TO AVAILABLE JOB POSITIONS 

● REBUILD_BLUEPRINT_ACCESS TO LANGUAGE COURSES 

● REBUILD_BLUEPRINT_ACCESS TO THE NATIONAL HEALTH SYSTEM 

● REBUILD_BLUEPRINT_ITALY ACCESS TO THE NATIONAL HEALTH SYSTEM - CIDAS 

● REBUILD_BLUEPRINT_CIDAS SOCIAL HOUSING 

● REBUILD_BLUEPRINT_ITALY_SPAIN MENTORING PROGRAMME - COUNSELING 

● REBUILD_BLUEPRINT_SPAIN ACCESS TO SOCIAL MENTORING 
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Touchpoint

Phase

The touchpoint, a

factual description of

where this step

occurs

Critical Moment

Idea / Opportunity

Question / UnknownThis is a question we

have about the

scenario we can't

answer.

Policy/ ProcedureThe policy is a rule,

unwritten or written, that

dictates something that

impacts the step

System

Actor
Who is the actor(s)

present here? May

be more than 1.

Ideas and opportunities

are for capturing "what if

we..." ideas or inspiration

- not solutions.

What systems are

being interacted with

to make the step and

touchpoint "go"

Critical moments are

breakdowns, frictions,

failures, and major red-

alerts to call out.

Scenario step

definition text goes

here.

Step

Awareness Onboarding Recommended procedure, info and suggestions

Pictograms

supporting the user

interaction

Pictograms

Step-by-step procedure

Idea

Idea

Idea

High Effort

Low Effort

Low

Impact

High

Impact

Impact vs. Effort

Education

Access to Higher Education - Skill Matching & Counseling service

Ahmed downloads

the REBUILD app

Ahmed explores the

app and finds out

the "access to HE"

service

The first part is related

the student career,

asking him information

about his study titles 

For the High School, Ahmed needs

to provide information about his

diploma; the system asks if he can

provide, on a potential request,

evidences and documents for the

University secretariat 

The second part is related to

his goals in life. Ahmed is

invited to select one or

multiple predefined options

provided by the system

The counsellors, through

REBUILD dashboard, notify to

Ahmed that they are available

for a meeting both online, in

person or by phone

Ahmed Ahmed

Then, moving to higher

education, Ahmed fills in

a form about his

previous academic

career. 

Moreover, he decides to join

the initiative sponsored by the

local association, and

recommended by the system,

about entrepreneurship

Ahmed selects "start

up a business

activity"

Closing

Option A.

After going through a general

description about the service,

Ahmed is told to provide details

about his career and personal

interests in order to get access to

custom courses and paths.
Then Ahmed continues the app procedure:

he needs to contact UNINETTUNO

Secretariat. He gets access to office

openings, telephone numbers to be

contacted, specific phone numbers for

international students (non-Italian

speakers). Ahmed can share with the

secretariat the data already collected

through the app.

According to the interests and

goals selected, University

counselors prepared three

possible educational path

fitting Ahmed goals

feedback: how

went? what's the

conclusion

Ahmed decides to address the

service recommended and he

expects to receive information

according to his student's

career

According to his profile, the

bot recommends to explore

several contents, among the

others the "Higher education"

service. 

REBUILD app starts

the collection of info

for profiling Ahmed

Ahmed decides to

hang out his

counselors by

telephone.

After discussing with the

counselor assigned, Ahmed

apply for the UNINETTUNO's

Economics BA program, best

fitting for start up generation 

Eventually Ahmed receives an app

notification: some scholarships are

available for refugee students and

UNINETTUNO technological poles can

provide him physical facilities with

desktop PCs and broadband Internet in

order to let him study in a comfortable

environment.

Ahmed is interested in the first journey

which suggest the best matching with

UNINETTUNO’s ICT Engineering program: it

allows him to have all the 6 exams

recognized, and is provided also in English

and Arabic, allowing him to attend the

course effectively. Other additional

information are provided.

Hence, Ahmed has

completed the

procedure. 

REBUILD elaborates the data gathered

regarding study titles and exams, and

provide a first temptative matching with

existing HE curricula. REBUILD informs

Ahmed that the Orientation office of the

University will provide a more detailed

answer, taking into consideration also his

goals/expectations

 The app provide a

preview and the map

showing the nearest

Technological Poles.

Ahmed Ahmed Ahmed Ahmed Ahmed Ahmed Ahmed Ahmed Ahmed Ahmed Ahmed Ahmed Ahmed Ahmed Ahmed Ahmed Ahmed

Local association

Ahmed

The system asks which

kind of program he was

enrolled in and what

exams he already took

and passed

REBUILD Domains'

pictogram: Health,

Education, Housing,

Job, Sociality

"Join" Rebuild

Symbol/ Icon

Language (as

component to

support language

selection)

REBUILD Services'

pictogram: Translation,

Mentoring, Counseling,

Legal, Social, Booking,

etc.

Procedure App Notification
Counseling service /

Counselor
 Check Icon

Required

documents (to bring)

Local association Feedback

Ahmed Ahmed

Uninettuno Uninettuno Counselor Counselor Counselor

Uninettuno

Uninettuno Uninettuno

Ahmed

Service Unit Wizard

Upload contents

symbol/icon

Interests or goals Paths
Contacts

icon/symbols

Supplies

icon/symbols
Map

Ahmed is an already

registered user
Option B.

New user signup

page: Account and

mail address

New users must all

create an account

with a valid email

An SMS number is

asked for but not

required

What about creating

a family account or

group account?

Users will create new

accounts with different

emails to avoid

password resets

Users could be allowed

to validate their login

via SMS and avoid

passwords.

If a user has already

registered and forgot,

they can't proceed

without a password

reset.

Copy paste your questions,

critical moments, and ideas.

When you're done,

copy and paste your

questions here to

collect them

This can be

homework for your

team to look into

Questions (collected)

After you're done, copy

and paste all your

critical moments and

ideas here

Then you can start to

sort them into

themes

Ideas and Critical Moments

Group your findings

into themes

Theme 1

Group your findings

into themes

Theme 2

Group your findings

into themes

Theme 3

After-blueprinting Process

1. COLLECT 2 CLUSTER 3. PRIORITIZE

Copy items from the left,

and find themes

Vote with the team to highlight the most important things,

or an "Impact vs. Effort chart" to help prioritize.

Picture not available

Google Doc - Theme template to copy

4. THEME

Create strategic themes from what you've gathered

for higher level prioritizing, and roadmapping.

Use this template as a starting point.

Picture not available

Blueprinting Synthesis Process

Want more?

Copy the Google Doc that summarizes the

synthesis process

Playstore or Apple

store

Login authentication

system (name, email)

Select language

Landing / Welcome

page
Homepage

Suggested topics

and services

General menu

(homepage, agenda,

topics, services,

profile)

"Higher education"

service page

"Higher education"

service page

REBUILD

User profiling

Awareness

campaign to NGO

Link / QR code

Nation wide -

UNHCR

Welcome manual

ProcedureProcedure

Media managing

ProcedureProcedure

Anonymous session:

aquisition of data /

interaction

"Higher education"

service page

Media managing Media managing

Form service Form service Form service

Procedure

Form service

Procedure

Form service

Procedure

Form service

Procedure Paths' list
Path page details

and procedure

Path page details

and procedure

Telephone

conversarion

Path page details

and procedure

Path page details

and procedure

Telephone

conversarion

Path page details

and procedure

Local association

center
App notification

Procedure

App notification

Service map

"Ask a question"

button for quick and

smart searches

Map component

(thirdy-party)
Service information

displayed

Recommender

requests more

information about

user

Redirect to user

profiling form

Unnamed area



Phase

Scenario step

definition text goes

here.

Step

Sahid lives in Emilia Romagna after

the accommodation assignment. In

order to follow the integration

process and getting more

autonomous, he accesses to the

REBUILD app to search for a job.

Awareness

Sahid, who has not fulfilled the

profiling procedure in the app,

lands on the homepage. He

taps on "Job seeking" domain. 

Sahid is willing to

understand better his

italian level. So, he joins a

short test available in the

italian training page.

According to the results, the

app suggests Sahid to fill the

gap and register on the

UNINETTUNO "University for

Refugee" portal to access

language training.

Moreover, to download the

free app "I Learn Italian"

available on the online

smartphone store. The direct

link is also provided.

Onboarding Recommended procedure, info, suggestions, community and active request Closing

With profiling

feedback: how

went? what's the

conclusion

Sahid receives also a system

recommendation. Due to the italian

language as a requirement for a lot

of job positions, REBUILD suggests

to test and possibly improve his

italian language level. 

After reading the general description

about how the employment system works

in Italy, plus information on labour rights

and association support, he is asked to

select his Italian language level in order

to visualize all the job positions according

to his level.

Sahid taps on the

recommendation and lands on

the detailed page of the italian

language training, provided in

the "Education" domain. 

Pictograms

supporting the user

interaction

Pictograms

REBUILD Domains'

pictogram: Health,

Education, Housing,

Job, Sociality

Job seeking 

REBUILD Services'

pictogram: Translation,

Mentoring, Counseling,

Legal, Social, Booking,

etc.

Upload documents

Sahid downloads

the new app in

order to start the

online course. 

Job position

symbol/Icon

Path/Procedure

Application form

Add question or

comment

Language level

Without profiling

Sahid signs up and

decides to fulfill the

profiling procedure in

order to get customized

recommendations. 

He can also visualize the

location with the service map.

According to his profile, the

system highlights 3 suitable

job positions.

Before going through the job positions,

Sahid is invited to follow a procedure to

get a complete professional training and

solutions provided by UNINETTUNO. This

will help him to get the recognition of

qualifications and skills useful for job

applications. 

The second suggestion is to

provide details about his

career, skills and personal

interests in order to get a

complete professional training

and solutions.

Sahid lands on the

homepage with domain and

services recommended. He

taps on "Job seeking"

domain.

After reading the general

description about how the

employment system works in

Italy, plus information on labour

rights, he gets access to the job

positions list. 

Sahid fulfills the first part

related to the student

career, providing

information about his

study titles 

For the High School, Sahid

needs to provide

evidences/documents about

his diploma; he is able to do it

by uploading them in the

related fields.

The second step is related

his skills. Ahmed is invited to

select one or multiple

predefined options provided

by the system

Then, moving to higher

education, Sahid writes

down that he has not a

previous academic

career. 

Hence, Sahid has

completed the

procedure. 

After some time, Sahid

receives a notification from

REBUILD app: the system

matched his answers and

results are available.

Therefore, Sahid is willing to follow the

step-by-step procedure. First of all, due

to the italian language as a

requirement for a lot of job positions,

REBUILD suggests to test and possibly

improve his italian language level. 

The last step asks Sahid to

define his goals in life. Sahid

can select one or multiple

predefined options provided

by the system

 Sahid selects his italian level

from a predefined list. Then,

he gets access to the job list.

He can also visualize the

location on the map.

According to his personal

skills and distance from

accommodation, Sahid is

interested in the courier

position. He taps to read the

details. 

The information about

job descriptions, working

hours and salary are

available in the job

details page. 

In addition, there is also a Q&A

section where registered users

can ask details about the job

position and receive answers

from moderator and other

peers. 

Sahid is then persuaded to apply

for the job position. He fulfills the

form. Sahid can also get access to

additional support for free previous

app registration and profiling. He

decides to not go for it. 

Sahid has got get the recognition

of qualifications and skills from

Uninettuno. His profile page has

automatically updated. He can now

access to more job positions

suitable with his profile.

He taps on the job list.

Sahid is interested in the

courier position. He taps

to read the details. 

The information about

job descriptions, working

hours and salary are

available in the job

details page. 

In addition, there is also a Q&A

section where registered users

can ask details about the job

position and receive answers

from moderator and other

peers. 

Sahid decides to

publish a question

about work permit

request.

Now, Sahid is

persuaded to apply

for the job position.

He fulfills the form.

Some days later, Sahid receives a

notification from REBUILD app: a

mediator has answered to his

question about work permit

request. Moreover, a peer has

commented the question posted.

Now and again, Sahid is

asked to give feedback

and status about his

italian online course. 

According to his answer, Sahid is then

invited to get a language certification. He

is provided another procedure. Sahid

decides to save the procedure, but to

skip it for now because is has started the

new job as courier and at the moment, he

wants to focus on it.

The bot suggests to

switch to the italian

version of REBUILD app.

Sahid accepts the

proposal.

Sahid has finished the italian

course. So, when the bot

asks him about the course

status, he answers that he

has completed it. 

Service map

Q&A

Language test Education Language training External link Notification Profile Job seeking Q&A
Add question or

comment
Notification Application form

Job Opportunities -

Local community

network 

Touchpoint
The touchpoint, a

factual description of

where this step

occurs

Critical Moment

Idea / Opportunity

Question / UnknownThis is a question we

have about the

scenario we can't

answer.

Policy/ ProcedureThe policy is a rule,

unwritten or written, that

dictates something that

impacts the step

Ideas and opportunities

are for capturing "what if

we..." ideas or inspiration

- not solutions.

Critical moments are

breakdowns, frictions,

failures, and major red-

alerts to call out.

System

Actor
Who is the actor(s)

present here? May

be more than 1.

Sahid Sahid

Local association

Sahid

UNINETTUNO

Sahid Sahid SahidSahid Sahid

Community -

moderator

Employers Employers

UNINETTUNO

Employers
Community - user

participants

UNINETTUNO

Employers

Sahid Sahid Sahid Sahid Sahid Sahid Sahid Sahid Sahid Sahid Sahid Sahid Sahid Sahid Sahid Sahid Sahid Sahid

UNINETTUNO UNINETTUNOUNINETTUNO UNINETTUNO UNINETTUNO Employer Employer

Community -

moderator

Community - user

participants

Community -

moderator

Community - user

participants

What systems are

being interacted with

to make the step and

touchpoint "go"

Access to available job positions

Sahid, as a migrant, looks for effective access to job opportunities in his new country

Playstore or Apple

store

Landing / Welcome

page

Homepage

General menu

(homepage, agenda,

topics, services, etc)

Community section Path / Procedure

REBUILD

Awareness

campaign to NGO

Link / QR code

Nation wide -

UNHCR

Welcome manual

Anonymous session:

aquisition of data /

interaction

Job seeking page

Service map

System

recommendation
Path/Procedure Job position detailJob seeking page

Language selection

Job positions list

Education Short language testPath / Procedure

Path / Procedure Path / Procedure

Online external app Online external app Online external app

Path / Procedure Path / Procedure App notification

Profile page Job seeking Job position detail Community section Community section Community section Application form App notification

Settings

App notification App notification
System

recommendation

Map component

(third-party)

Unnamed area



Phase Awareness Onboarding Recommended procedure, info and suggestions Closing

Pictograms

supporting the user

interaction

Pictograms

Touchpoint
The touchpoint, a

factual description of

where this step

occurs

Critical Moment

Idea / Opportunity

Question / UnknownThis is a question we

have about the

scenario we can't

answer.

Policy/ ProcedureThe policy is a rule,

unwritten or written, that

dictates something that

impacts the step

System

Actor
Who is the actor(s)

present here? May

be more than 1.

Scenario step

definition text goes

here.

Step

Sahid lives in Emilia Romagna after

the accommodation assignment. In

order to follow the integration

process and getting more

autonomous, he accesses to the

REBUILD app to search for a job.

Sahid, who has not fulfilled the

profiling procedure in the app, is

asked to select his Italian

language level in order to

visualize all the job positions

according to his level

Sahid is willing to

understand better his

italian level. So, he joins a

short test available in the

italian training page.

According to the results, the

app suggests Sahid to fill the

gap and register on the

UNINETTUNO "University for

Refugee" portal to access

language training.

Sahid Sahid

Moreover, to download the

free app "I Learn Italian"

available on the online

smartphone store. The direct

link is also provided.

Without profiling

Local association

feedback: how

went? what's the

conclusion

Sahid receives also a

recommendation. Due to the italian

language as a requirement for a lot

of job positions, REBUILD suggests

to test and possibly improve his

italian language level. 

Sahid gets access to the

job list. He can also

visualize the location

with the service map.

Sahid

UNINETTUNO

Sahid Sahid Sahid

Sahid taps on the

recommendation and lands on

the detailed page of the italian

language training, provided in

the "Education" domain. 

REBUILD Domains'

pictogram: Health,

Education, Housing,

Job, Sociality

Job seeking 

REBUILD Services'

pictogram: Translation,

Mentoring, Counseling,

Legal, Social, Booking,

etc.

Language test

Smart Information 

Sahid downloads

the new app in

order to start the

online course. 

Sahid Sahid Sahid Sahid

UNINETTUNO

Notification

recommendation

Education

Language training External app

Language level

Ideas and opportunities

are for capturing "what if

we..." ideas or inspiration

- not solutions.

What systems are

being interacted with

to make the step and

touchpoint "go"

Critical moments are

breakdowns, frictions,

failures, and major red-

alerts to call out.

Access to language courses

Sahid, as a migrant, needs to learn Italian for a faster and effective access to other opportunities in his new country

No user signup

Playstore or Apple

store

Select language

Landing / Welcome

page

Homepage

No Suggested topics

and services

General menu

(homepage, agenda,

topics, services, etc)

Link to external app External app

REBUILD

Awareness

campaign to NGO

Link / QR code

Nation wide -

UNHCR

Welcome manual

Job via

recommender

system 

Anonymous session:

aquisition of data /

interaction

Job seeking page

Service map

System

recommendation

Education domain

page
Short language test Available courses list

External app

Map component

(third-party)

Unnamed area



Actor
Who is the actor(s)

present here? May

be more than 1.

Scenario step

definition text goes

here.

Step

Fatima has her

asylum seeker

applicant card as a

recognized refugee

Fatima downloads

the REBUILD App

Fatima presses the

button "Ask a question"

in order to find the

information she needs

To ask a question,

Fatima has been asked

to choose to the main

topic and additional

services

The bot suggests her a

procedure to follow. In

the first step, Fatima is

asked to provide her

location.

The bot informs her that she

should go to the appointments

department building, that is

accessible for people with

disabilities, and provides the

exact address

Fatima Fatima

Fatima selects

"Health" topic and

"Translation" service

and presses "ok"

After some time, Fatima

receives a notification from the

REBUILD App: the cultural

mediators have sent a video

message

The bot recommends her the

Health Unit she should visit,

according to her location and

the Arabic interpretation

service

Fatima has her asylum

seeker applicant card as a

recognized refugee but

not the Social Security

number

OPTION b. Expired Social

Security Number or

asylum seeker applicant

card or residence permit

card

OPTION a. Doesn't have

Social Security Number or

asylum seeker applicant

card or residence permit

card

OPTION b. Has the Social

Security Number or

asylum seeker applicant

card or residence permit

card

OMNES

Fatima decides to check which number is

the social security number to the original

document she has. Fatima sent a video

message in her mother language showing

the document in order for the cultural

mediator to show her the social security

number in the document

The bot informs her that the services of

the public hospital are free of charge

ONLY if you have a social security

number.If not you have to cover the

amount of any requested further exams

by the doctor. Free services/exams etc

only for emergencies/hospitalization.

feedback: how

went? what's the

conclusion

Fatima browses

through the free

content provided by

App. 

choice of language /

visual language /

vocal interaction

Fatima selects "Not Urgent". IF

there is a button to choose

"Urgent " the only possible

options are 1. Call 166 or 112 2.

Visit the closest health unit-->pop

up map with the closest health

facilities

In addition, the bot

indicates the required

documents she should

provide to the hospital

The bot asks her if she wants to check

Social Security Number or her asylum

seeker applicant card or her residence

permit card as a recognized refugee,

which she should give to the

appointment department clerk to book

the visit 

Fatima opens the video

message in which the

social security number is

notified

The bot informs her

about the working hours

of the appointments

department.

The bot informs Fatima about

there is not an e-appointments

service available, so she has to

book it by visiting the

appointments department, or

through phone

Fatima who does not

speak Greek, choose to go

to the appointments

department of the hospital.

Fatima Fatima

OMNES - available to

support in case of

need

Fatima Fatima Fatima Fatima Fatima Fatima Fatima Fatima Fatima Fatima Fatima Fatima Fatima Fatima Fatima

OMNES

cultural mediator

Fatima downloads

the REBUILD App

Legal service

Fatima is supported

in getting the Social

Security number

Fatima explore the

existing services

Fatima provides

information about

location + specific

visit 

Fatima provides

information about

Social security

number (yes/no)

Translator 
Video / audio

messaging

Translator exchanges

information with

Medical department

OMNES - available to

support in case of

need

OMNES - available to

support in case of

need

Fatima would

receive information

about where and

how to book

Fatima would receive

information about HOW TO

GET TO THE DOCTOR:

map and address and

notification

Fatima would receive

support in GETTING TO

THE DOCTOR: a cultural

mediator could

accompany her

OMNES - available to

support in case of

need

cultural mediatorcultural mediatorcultural mediator

Pictograms

supporting the user

interaction

Pictograms

REBUILD Domains'

pictogram: Health,

Education, Housing,

Job, Sociality

Document

Renovation

"Join" Rebuild

Symbol/ Icon Language (as

component to

support language

selection)

REBUILD Services'

pictogram: Translation,

Mentoring, Counseling,

Legal, Social, Booking,

etc.

Health

Translation

Required

documents (to bring)
Procedure / Path Free (as an attribute)

Urgent (as an

attribute)

Health unit

Arab Language

General Practitioner

Open / Close (as an

attribute)

Required

documents (to bring)

Message / New

Message

notification�

Feedback

Location

Symbol/Icon

Fatima has an expired

Social Security Number or

asylum seeker applicant

card or residence permit

card

Fatima downloads

the REBUILD App

Fatima Fatima

Smart Information  Smart Support

Fatima

Touchpoint

Phase Awareness Onboarding Active request Recommended procedure, info and suggestions Closing

The touchpoint, a

factual description of

where this step

occurs

Critical Moment

Idea / Opportunity

Question / UnknownThis is a question we

have about the

scenario we can't

answer.

Policy/ ProcedureThe policy is a rule,

unwritten or written, that

dictates something that

impacts the step

Ideas and opportunities

are for capturing "what if

we..." ideas or inspiration

- not solutions.

Critical moments are

breakdowns, frictions,

failures, and major red-

alerts to call out.

New users must all

create an account

with a valid email

An SMS number is

asked for but not

required

What about creating

a family account or

group account?

Users will create new

accounts with different

emails to avoid

password resets

A health card is required

to be registered to the

national health system

The permit of stay is

required to be

registered at to the

national health system

If a user has already

registered and forgot,

they can't proceed

without a password

reset.

Using blocks to build

a question

List of predefined

blocks (eg. 6 blocks

for topic)

Add the number of

block the user

prefers

Prescription of

examination

System
What systems are

being interacted with

to make the step and

touchpoint "go"

Access to the national health system

Fatima, an asylum seeker in Greece, wants to book an appointment to the Gynecologist at the nearest possible Hospital

New user signup

page: Account and

mail address

Users could be allowed

to validate their login

via SMS and avoid

passwords.

Playstore or Apple

store

Select language

Landing / Welcome

page
Homepage

Suggested topics

and services

"Ask a question"

button for quick and

smart searches

General menu

(homepage, agenda,

topics, services,

profile)

"Ask a question"

page

"Ask a question"

page

Topics and services

blocks

REBUILD

Awareness

campaign to NGO -

Health premises

Link / QR code

Nation wide -

UNHCR

Welcome manual

Web agenda for

booking services

Communication

services

Service Map

User behaviour

tracking / contatti

dati: call to action to

ask 

Health Service

Details 

Health Service

Details 

How to manage the

history of request/

answer

Anonymous session:

aquisition of data /

interaction

Configuration

Settings

Login authentication

system (email,

password)

Homepage

User profiling

Some personal

information to be

filled

Chatbot Chatbot Chatbot Chatbot Chatbot Chatbot Chatbot Chatbot

Chatbot

Task Server

Task Solver Mobile

App

Chatbot

Task Server
Chatbot

Unnamed area



Phase Awareness Onboarding Active request Recommended procedure, info and suggestions Closing

ActorWho is the actor(s)

present here? May

be more than 1.

Scenario step

definition text goes

here.

Step

Access to the national health system - CIDAS

Mamadou has to reserve a specialist visit in the public health system.

Mamadou lives in

Bologna, he’s registered

with the national health

system.

Mamadou goes to his

General practitioner

because he is not

feeling well

The doctor prescribes a

specialist examination,

provides to Mamadou

with a prescription

Mamadou gives a quick look

at the app homepage. He

needs to find the closest CUP

and have information to book

the visit

Mamadou opens the

REBUILD app.

Mamadou registers.

Mamadou presses the

button "Ask a question"

in order to find the

information he needs

quickly

In order to ask a question,

Mamadou has been asked

to choose the main topic

and the additional services

The bot tells suggests him a

procedure to follow. In the

first step, Mamadou is asked

to insert his health card

number.

In order to that, the bot adds additional

steps to the current procedure: first of all

suggests Mamadou to go to the Social

Counters (“Sportelli Sociali”) of the City of

Bologna or to the “Street Lawyers” Onlus

(“Avvocati di Strada”) to renew the

documents.

Mamadou goes to

the CUP to reserve

his specialist visit

Mamadou Mamadou

General practitioner

Mamadou

General practitioner

The doctor presents

the REBUILD App to

Mamadou

Mamadou

General practitioner

Mamadou Mamadou

Mamadou selects the

"Health" topic and the

"Translation" service

and presses "ok"

The bot realizes that his

health card is expiring,

so it indicates him the

need to renew them. 

The bot tells him which CUP is closest

to him (maps); which documents he

must carry (health card, valid permit of

stay and the demanding provided by

the doctor); the contact form to get in

touch with the first available translator.

Mamadou prefers going

to the Onlus because

it's 13 mins walking from

his stay.

He checks the onlus

timetable. It's open.

Mamadou use the map

provided by the bot to

get to the onlus.

After the renewing, Mamadou

inserts the new card details in

the bot procedure. He can

continue with the following

steps.

Mamadou Mamadou Mamadou Mamadou

REBUILD - ITALY 

General practitioner

OPTION b. Expired

health card and

permit of stay

OPTION a. Has only

the permit of stay -

doesn't have health

card

OPTION c. Mamadou

has the health card

and thus the permit of

stay

Mamadou does not

register to REBUILD

Mamadou provides the

detailed information for

the request to the digital

companion

The doctor supports

Mamadou to install

REBUILD app in order to

help him for the next

procedures

ASP - Municipality of

Bologna

CIDAS social service 

ASP - Municipality of

Bologna

CIDAS social service 

Mamadou provides the

detailed information

about languages +

prescription + his place

Selection of service

provision city/ place

Mamadou Mamadou

Mamadou goes to

the CUP to reserve

his specialist visit

Do you want to

check if you have

the requirements to

book the visit?

Mamadou provides

the health card

number

feedback: how

went? what's the

conclusion

Smart Information  Smart Support

General practitioner
ASP - Municipality of

Bologna

CIDAS social service 

ASP - Municipality of

Bologna

CIDAS social service 

Mamadou Mamadou Mamadou Mamadou Mamadou Mamadou Mamadou Mamadou
Mamadou Mamadou

Pictograms

supporting the user

interaction

Pictograms

REBUILD Domains'

pictogram: Health,

Education, Housing,

Job, Sociality

Healthcare Health card
Document

Renovation

"Join" Rebuild

Symbol/ Icon

Language (as

component to

support language

selection)

REBUILD Services'

pictogram: Translation,

Mentoring, Counseling,

Legal, Social, Booking,

etc.

Health

Translation
Prescription / Official

document

Required

documents (to bring)

Contact

Required

documents (to bring)

"Ask a question"

Symbol/Icon

Location

Symbol/Icon

Location

Symbol/Icon
Maps

Timetable

Symbol/Icon
Procedure / Path

Touchpoint
The touchpoint, a

factual description of

where this step

occurs

Critical Moment

Idea / Opportunity

Question / UnknownThis is a question we

have about the

scenario we can't

answer.

Policy/ ProcedureThe policy is a rule,

unwritten or written, that

dictates something that

impacts the step

Ideas and opportunities

are for capturing "what if

we..." ideas or inspiration

- not solutions.

Critical moments are

breakdowns, frictions,

failures, and major red-

alerts to call out.

New users must all

create an account

with a valid email

An SMS number is

asked for but not

required

What about creating

a family account or

group account?

Users will create new

accounts with different

emails to avoid

password resets

Users could be allowed

to validate their login

via SMS and avoid

passwords.

general pratictioner

doesn't 

present/support M.

with the APP

public social workers (migrants

also not included in reception

system) and reception workers

report to Mamadou on the

existence of the REBUILD APP

(AWARNESS

CAMPAIGN/TOUCHPOINTS) 

Metropolitan City of Bologna warns

with a message on the mobile phone

the existence of the APP REBUILD

when the migrant enters the territory

(need for active geo-location)

(AWARNESS

CAMPAIGN/TOUCHPOINTS)  

A health card is required

to be registered to the

national health system

The permit of stay is

required to be

registered at to the

national health system

Demanding

prescription

If a user has already

registered and forgot,

they can't proceed

without a password

reset.

Using blocks to build

a question

List of predefined

blocks (eg. 6 blocks

for topic)

Add the number of

block the user

prefers

Mamadou often change his

mobile phone (access to

APP linked with an ID CODE

to auenticate, not linked with

mobile number?)

What about making available offline maps

of the city services differentiated according

to the level of integration and the

documents in possession? (easy access

services/clinic, non emergency medical

services for medicin, CUP/Auser.) this issue

emerged also during CCW

What about creating a sort of whatsapp group

that connects refugees and volunteers directly

through their mobile phones, allowing the asylum

seeker  receive real-time information on local

services if is not satisfied of the support received

by the chatbot ? (other than social mentoring,

does not require matching, is a bottom-up

information service)

What about creating a

link with the urban public

transport map

(timetables and bus/train

numbers)?

What about the health care support

provided by the APP turns into the creation

of a digital health record that will

accompany the migrant during his/her

eventually movements into Italy/Europe?

on the Bologna's territory, patients can ask

the doctors for their records, which they

will receive through the app

System
What systems are

being interacted with

to make the step and

touchpoint "go"

New user signup

page: Account and

mail address

Doctor surgery Doctor surgery Involved Actors

Playstore or Apple

store

Login authentication

system (email,

password)

Select language

Landing / Welcome

page
Homepage

Suggested topics

and services

"Ask a question"

button for quick and

smart searches

Homepage

"Ask a question"

button for quick and

smart searches

General menu

(homepage, agenda,

topics, services,

profile)

"Ask a question"

page

Topics and services

blocks

"Ask a question"

page

Topics and services

blocks

User profiling

Awareness

campaign

Link / QR code

Recommender System: the

one with cultural mediator

(first criterium), nearest CUP

(second criterium), used to

support migrants (third

criterium).

"Ask a question"

page

"Ask a question"

page

Chatbot request for

needed information
Contact form

Chatbot requests for

checking the

requirements

Form Form

Chatbot analysis for

the needed

requirements

ChatbotChatbot Chatbot Chatbot Chatbot

Topics and services

blocks

Topics and services

blocks
Chatbot

User profiling

Some personal

information to be

filled

Unnamed area



Idea

Idea

Idea

High Effort

Low Effort

Low

Impact

High

Impact

Impact vs. Effort

Touchpoint

Phase

The touchpoint, a

factual description of

where this step

occurs

Critical Moment

Idea / Opportunity

Question / UnknownThis is a question we

have about the

scenario we can't

answer.

Policy/ ProcedureThe policy is a rule,

unwritten or written, that

dictates something that

impacts the step

Ideas and opportunities

are for capturing "what if

we..." ideas or inspiration

- not solutions.

Critical moments are

breakdowns, frictions,

failures, and major red-

alerts to call out.

Illiterate users will be

able to use this

service

Illiterate users will be

able to use this

service

Matching will be

possible with very

few number of users

The review process from the

organisation will be rapid

and users won't be left

waiting for confirmation from

the organisation

Users may lose

motivation in the service

if CIDAS take a long time

in the review process

When the relationship is

established, will they

continue to use the app

i.e. to register meetings)

CIDAS will manage

issues between

mentor and mentee

successfully

Extend the service to

other entities:

generic mentorship

program

Not enough users

resulting in non-

matches

Full dependance on

LSP to make the

service work

CIDAS selects who

registers on the

service

CIDAS is in charge of

recruiting mentors

Nobel understands

the service and what

is required from him.

Nobel provides all

the required

information

The bot makes the

appropriate

matching

�There is successful

communication between

mentor and mentee to

schedule the meeting

Nobel checks the

app regularly or has

notifications on 

CIDAS will oversee

the process and

manage it within

appropriate timings

Mentor and mentee

input the data about

their meetings

System

ActorWho is the actor(s)

present here? May

be more than 1.

Nobel Nobel

CIDAS - VESTA

Nobel Nobel Nobel Nobel Nobel Nobel Nobel NobelNobel Nobel Nobel

CIDAS - VESTA

Nobel Nobel

CIDAS - VESTACIDAS - VESTA

Nobel Nobel

CIDAS - VESTA CIDAS - VESTA CIDAS - VESTA CIDAS - VESTA

NobelNobel Nobel Nobel

CIDAS - VESTA CIDAS - VESTACIDAS - VESTA CIDAS - VESTA CIDAS - VESTA CIDAS - VESTA Rashid Rashid

Neighborhood

community

What systems are

being interacted with

to make the step and

touchpoint "go"

Scenario step

definition text goes

here.

Step

Social Housing

Nobel, as a migrant, would like to find a room in an apartment with other young people, by Social Mentor and Group support

Google Meet Link: 

Per partecipare alla riunione video, fai clic su questo link: https://meet.google.com/tmk-aoab-ome

Altrimenti, per partecipare telefonicamente, componi +39 02 3041 9934 e digita il PIN: 504 701 270#

REBUILD - CIDAS

Awareness

New user signup

page: Account and

mail address

When you're done,

copy and paste your

questions here to

collect them

This can be

homework for your

team to look into

Questions (collected)

After you're done, copy

and paste all your

critical moments and

ideas here

Then you can start to

sort them into

themes

Ideas and Critical Moments

Theme 1

Group your findings

into themes

Theme 2

Group your findings

into themes

Theme 3

After-blueprinting Process

1. COLLECT 2 CLUSTER 3. PRIORITIZE

Copy paste your questions,

critical moments, and ideas.

Copy items from the left,

and find themes

Vote with the team to highlight the most important things,

or an "Impact vs. Effort chart" to help prioritize.

Picture not available

Google Doc - Theme template to copy

4. THEME

Create strategic themes from what you've gathered

for higher level prioritizing, and roadmapping.

Use this template as a starting point.

Picture not available

Blueprinting Synthesis Process

Want more?

Copy the Google Doc that summarizes the

synthesis process

CIDAS staff selects

the most suitable

way to meet (e.g.

phone / meeting)

Some time later, the BOT

suggests to mentor with

potential matchmaking

couples based on the info

provided in the profiling form. 

Involved Actors
Landing / Welcome

page

Mentor will schedule meeting

with all volunteers using the

backend, with personalized

messaging, or massive

messaging to groups).

Mentor get access to

some general

information about

volunteering in the

Mentoring page.
Mentor and other CIDAS staff will

meet to check it and organise f2f

matchmaking events to create the

mentor-mentee couples. Once

couples are done, LSP will

introduce this info in the backend.

Mentor is informed

via bot notification

about his first

mentee

Onboarding Recommended procedure, info and suggestions Closing

Homepage

Suggestions

User profiling

Awareness

campaign - mentees

The BOT invites him to follow a

procedure as a social mentor. The

first step is a meeting informing in-

deep on what means becoming a

volunteer and what the next steps

are. It is scheduled in 2 days.

Smart Information 

Bot notification Bot notification

Mentor needs to get into

the REBUILD app and fill a

form (GDPR compliant) to

help creating a profile with

his interests.

CIDAS - VESTA

Select language Domain page

Groups page

Procedure

Bot notification

The mentor will be in charge of

putting info in this page in order to

provide the most relevant

information to CIDAS to assess that

the whole process is correct.

Mentor and Nobel manage to met

in few days.

Mentor can also have

access to a special page

for reporting Mentor-

Rashid activities.

Direct contact with

CIDAS promoting the

mentoring (e.g. Info

Phone number)

Awareness

campaign - mentors

Direct contact with

CIDAS promoting the

mentoring (e.g. Info

Phone number)

Training for mentors

CIDAS Psychological

interview with mentor

- candidates

Training for mentors

CIDAS plans and

enters its own

activities into the

Dashboard

Web CIDAS

Dashboard 

CIDAS define the logics /

rules for the Dashboard

matchmaking (e.g. age/

gender / interests)

 1 day before and the same day

a couple hours in advance,

mentor is reminded to attend

the event with a push

notification from REBUILD app. 

CIDAS staff designs the

matchmaking rules (e.g. a.

REBUILD would offer some

options and the staff would

pick one)

Group page

b. GROUP feature

According to his current

location, Nobel is invited

to become a founding

member of the "Local

Group".

Nobel decided to

address this feature

and the opportunities

related

The app informs Nobel about how

"Group" feature works: it's a free

space where people with same

interests or social groups (eg.:

family, friends) can communicate

each other and ask/provide info or

support.

Nobel addresses this feature in

order to get suggestions for his

accommodation request. Hence,

he create a new group called "Fiera

Neighborhood". Nobel would like

to find a room in Fiera

Neighborhood.

The group is published to the

GROUPS page. Now Nobel sends

an invitation to a couple of friends

(already registered to the REBUILD

app) who live around him in order

to join the group.

Nobel decided also to send an

invitation to the people who lives in

Bologna and registered to the app. 

REBUILD app encourage Nobel to

send this general notification.

Nobel provides a short

description of the group and then

send the validation request to

REBUILD providers in order to

have the group published in the

app.

Then, Nobel publishes a

post in the group asking to

the community about

available rooms in Fiera

neighborhood 

Some days later, Rashid

answered to Nobel's post: a

single room in now available in

the house where he lives,

close to Fiera building.

Nobel receives

REBUILD app

notification. His post

has a new comment. 

After reading Rashid

message, Nobel decides

to get in touch with

Rashid in order to visit the

house.

In few days, Nobel received

other accommodation

proposal from the group. He

appreciated everybody, but he

decided to go for Rashid

proposal.

Nobel is enthusiastic about

"Fiera Neighborhood" Group:

other members are

publishing post and feeds.

Groups page Groups page

Group creation form

Group creation form

Mentor-Mentee

actividy diary
Feedback message Group page Bot notification Messaging app

Agenda

Backend platform

Pictograms

supporting the user

interaction

Pictograms

REBUILD Domains'

pictogram: Health,

Education, Housing,

Job, Sociality

Language (as

component to

support language

selection)

Form icon
Icon for each field

requested

Icon for each field

requested
Group Social Mentoring

Set of group icons

(eg.: neighborhood,

family, work, etc.)

Notification

Form Validation

Mentor-Mentee

diary

Notification

Message invitation

Q&A Q&A Notification Notification GroupContacts

Training for mentors Training for mentors Training for mentors Training for mentors Training for mentors Training for mentors Training for mentors

Select language

Login authentication

system (email,

password)

Some personal

information to be

filled

General menu

(homepage, agenda,

topics, services, etc)

Suggested topics

and services

Unnamed area



Idea

Idea

Idea

High Effort

Low Effort

Low

Impact

High

Impact

Impact vs. Effort

Touchpoint

Phase

ActorWho is the actor(s)

present here? May

be more than 1.

Scenario step

definition text goes

here.

Step

Rashid spent one month living in

Catalogna and he now willing to

know more about the country and

start his integration process. (or he

is in need of a specific service

related with mentoring) 

Awareness

He is advised by the LSP

personnel to take part in the

mentoring process. LSP

presents the REBUILD App

to Rashid.

LSP supports Rashid to

install REBUILD app in

order to help him for the

next procedures

After the profiling process,

Rashid gets access to the

homepage. He has a quick

look at the suggested content.

Rashid selects the "Social

Mentoring" card. 

Rashid, who has never

registered, decides to

follow the registration

procedure.

Rashid is suggested

to complete his

profile.

Furthermore, Rashid decides

to open some video

testimonials from previous

participants in the program

where they explain their

experience.

Rashid feels more motivated in

taking part. He has now to

introduce some profile data to

the BOT in order to find a

suitable matching mentor. 

LSP staff selects the

most suitable way to

meet (e.g. phone /

meeting)

Some time later, the BOT

suggests to LSP with potential

matchmaking couples based

on the info provided in the

profiling form. 

Rashid Rashid

Local association

TBD

Rashid

Rashid opens the

REBUILD app.

Rashid Rashid

After this, he is informed that

the process has properly

completed. Rashid will be later

informed about the mentor

assigned to him.

LSP will schedule meeting

with all volunteers using the

backend, with personalized

messaging, or massive

messaging to groups).

LSP get access to some

general information

about volunteering in the

Mentoring page.

LSP and other staff will meet to

check it and organise f2f

matchmaking events to create the

mentor-mentee couples. Once

couples are done, LSP will

introduce this info in the backend.

LSP is informed via

bot notification

about his first

mentee

Onboarding Recommended procedure, info and suggestions Closing

Rashid Rashid

OPTION a. Rashid get

access to social

mentoring service in

home country (in

advance)

OPTION b. Rashid get

access to social

mentoring service in

the new country

Rashid read a short

general description

about what social

mentoring is and how it

works. 

Rashid has been

asked to select a

language

LSP staff would

enter into contact

with Rashid

He inserts his email

and password. Rashid

must confirm the

password twice.

Rashid Rashid

The BOT invites him to follow a

procedure as a social mentor. The

first step is a meeting informing in-

deep on what means becoming a

volunteer and what the next steps

are. It is scheduled in 2 days.

 1 day before and the same

day a couple hours in

advance, LSP is reminded to

attend the event with a push

notification from REBUILD

app. 

Smart Information 

Rashid

Rashid is willing to

move to Spain.

He is suggested from the local

association to download

REBUILD app in order to get in

touch with a mentor who will

support him before leaving.

The local association

supports Rashid to install

REBUILD app in order to

help him for the next

procedures

Mentor needs to get into

the REBUILD app and fill a

form (GDPR compliant) to

help creating a profile with

his interests.

LSP

LSP staff support

Rashid to download

the REBUILD app

Rashid

Local association

TBD

Rashid

Local association

TBD

Rashid

Local association

TBD

Rashid is informed via

bot notification about the

social mentor assigned.

Now, they can be in

touch.

Rashid receive a

chat message from

FV. They will meet in

few days. 

Rashid is informed via bot

notification about the social

mentor assigned. Now, they

can be in touch. LSP supports

him for the immediate

moving. 

Rashid

The mentor will be in charge of

putting info in this page in order

to provide the most relevant

information to the FAS to assess

that the whole process is

correct. 

LSP can also have

access to a special

page for reporting LSP-

Rashid activities.

Rashid can have

access to a special

page for reporting LSP-

Rashid activities.

FV contacts Rashid

by chat. They

manage to meet.

Rashid Rashid
Local association

TBD

Local association

TBD

Local association

TBD

LSP Psychological

interview with

mentor - candidates

LSP assess

candidature of the

mentee for the

programme

Training for mentors

LSP plan and enter

its own activities

into the Dashboard

Local association

TBD

LSP define the logics /

rules for the Dashboard

matchmaking (e.g. age/

gender / interests)

TO BE CHECKED Main

data were already

collected and inserted

by LSP

Rashid receive

notification about

the meeting

 1 day before and the same

day a couple hours in

advance, LSP is reminded to

attend the event with a push

notification from REBUILD

app. 

LSP staff design the

matchmaking rules (e.g. a.

REBUILD would offer some

options and the staff would

pick one)

Local association

TBD

Local association

TBD

Local association

TBD

Local association

TBD

Local association

TBD

Local association

TBD

Local association

TBD

Local association

TBD

Local association

TBD

Pictograms

supporting the user

interaction

Pictograms

Language (as

component to

support language

selection)

Form field

Meetings (call,

video-call, chat, live

meeting)

Notification

Matching

Completed

procedure (as

attribute)

Message
Mentor-mentee

diary page

REBUILD Domains'

pictogram: Health,

Education, Housing,

Job, Sociality

REBUILD Services'

pictogram: Translation,

Mentoring - Counseling,

Legal, Social, Booking,

etc.

Form field
Social Mentoring -

Counseling
Path /procedure

Video

stories/testimonials
Form field

Notification

The touchpoint, a

factual description of

where this step

occurs

Critical Moment

Idea / Opportunity

Question / UnknownThis is a question we

have about the

scenario we can't

answer.

Policy/ ProcedureThe policy is a rule,

unwritten or written, that

dictates something that

impacts the step

System

Ideas and opportunities

are for capturing "what if

we..." ideas or inspiration

- not solutions.

What systems are

being interacted with

to make the step and

touchpoint "go"

Critical moments are

breakdowns, frictions,

failures, and major red-

alerts to call out.

Mentoring programme - Counseling

Rashid is proposed to take part in the mentoring programme - counseling with volunteers from Local Associations in order to better

understand local culture, but also having someone to help him in his daily life.

Google Meet Link: 

Per partecipare alla riunione video, fai clic su questo link: https://meet.google.com/tmk-aoab-ome

Altrimenti, per partecipare telefonicamente, componi +39 02 3041 9934 e digita il PIN: 504 701 270#

REBUILD - ITALY - SPAIN

New user signup

page: Account and

mail address

When you're done,

copy and paste your

questions here to

collect them

This can be

homework for your

team to look into

Questions (collected)

After you're done, copy

and paste all your

critical moments and

ideas here

Then you can start to

sort them into

themes

Ideas and Critical Moments

Theme 1

Group your findings

into themes

Theme 2

Group your findings

into themes

Theme 3

After-blueprinting Process

1. COLLECT 2 CLUSTER 3. PRIORITIZE

Copy paste your questions,

critical moments, and ideas.

Copy items from the left,

and find themes

Vote with the team to highlight the most important things,

or an "Impact vs. Effort chart" to help prioritize.

Picture not available

Google Doc - Theme template to copy

4. THEME

Create strategic themes from what you've gathered

for higher level prioritizing, and roadmapping.

Use this template as a starting point.

Picture not available

Blueprinting Synthesis Process

Want more?

Copy the Google Doc that summarizes the

synthesis process

Involved Actors
Landing / Welcome

page
Homepage SuggestionsUser profiling

Awareness

campaign - mentees Help / Testimonials

Backend platform
User notification

area
Select language

Social Mentoring

Page
Feedback message

Messaging app

Direct contact with

LSP promoting the

mentoring (e.g. Info

Phone number)

Awareness

campaign - mentors

Direct contact with

LSP promoting the

mentoring (e.g. Info

Phone number)

Training for mentors

Web LSP Dashboard 

Illiterate users will be

able to use this

service

If this service is available

on the app, how to make it

available ONLY to users

who are linked to specific

entity?

Illiterate users will be

able to use this

service

Matching will be

possible with very

few number of users

The review process from the

organisation will be rapid

and users won't be left

waiting for confirmation from

the organisation

Users may lose

motivation in the service

if LSP take a long time in

the review process

When the relationship is

established, will they

continue to use the app

i.e. to register meetings)

The LSP will manage

issues between mentor

and mentee

successfully

Extend the service to

other entities:

generic mentorship

program

Not enough users

resulting in non-

matches

Full dependance on

LSP to make the

service work

FAS selects who

registers on the

service

FAS is in charge of

recruiting mentors

Rashid understands

the service and what

is required from him.

Rachid provides all

the required

information

The bot makes the

appropriate

matching

�There is successful

communication between

mentor and mentee to

schedule the meeting

Rachid checks the

app regularly or has

notifications on 

FAS will oversee the

process and manage

it within appropriate

timings

Mentor and mentee

input the data about

their meetings

Select language
Suggested topics

and services

General menu

(homepage, agenda,

topics, services,

profile)

Login authentication

system (email,

password)

Some personal

information to be

filled

Play video

testimonial selected

by user

Social Mentoring

Page

Form

Rashid completes the

form with his

information and sends it

to the system

Feedback message

produced by the system

when a new migrant is

register for mentoring

System shows

notification to user at

the notification panel

Social Mentoring -

Reports

User writes information

about the events

regarding social

mentoring

App shows

notification regarding

mentor message to

the user

Messaging app

App shows

notification regarding

mentor message to

the user

User notification

area

App sends reminder

notification to the

user

LSPs use  Dashboard to

select and input the data

provided by the

matchmaking (mentor-

mentee couple) 

Unnamed area



Idea

Idea

Idea

High Effort

Low Effort

Low

Impact

High

Impact

Impact vs. Effort

Touchpoint

Phase

The touchpoint, a

factual description of

where this step

occurs

Critical Moment

Idea / Opportunity

Question / UnknownThis is a question we

have about the

scenario we can't

answer.

Policy/ ProcedureThe policy is a rule,

unwritten or written, that

dictates something that

impacts the step

Ideas and opportunities

are for capturing "what if

we..." ideas or inspiration

- not solutions.

Critical moments are

breakdowns, frictions,

failures, and major red-

alerts to call out.

Registration / Sign In

to the Social

Mentoring Program

System

ActorWho is the actor(s)

present here? May

be more than 1.

What systems are

being interacted with

to make the step and

touchpoint "go"

Scenario step

definition text goes

here.

Step

Access to Social Mentoring 

Rashid is proposed to take part in a social mentoring with volunteers from FAS in order to better understand local culture, but also

having someone to help him in his daily life.

Awareness

He is assessed by the local

association to take part in the

mentoring process. He get

introduced to the REBUILD

App

Rashid gets access to the

homepage. He has a quick

look at the suggested content.

Rashid selects the "Social

Mentoring-Counseling". 

Rashid, who has never

registered, decides to

follow the REBUILD

registration procedure.

New user signup

page: Account and

mail address

When you're done,

copy and paste your

questions here to

collect them

This can be

homework for your

team to look into

Questions (collected)

After you're done, copy

and paste all your

critical moments and

ideas here

Then you can start to

sort them into

themes

Ideas and Critical Moments

Theme 1

Group your findings

into themes

Theme 2

Group your findings

into themes

Theme 3

After-blueprinting Process

1. COLLECT 2 CLUSTER 3. PRIORITIZE

Copy paste your questions,

critical moments, and ideas.

Copy items from the left,

and find themes

Vote with the team to highlight the most important things,

or an "Impact vs. Effort chart" to help prioritize.

Picture not available

Google Doc - Theme template to copy

4. THEME

Create strategic themes from what you've gathered

for higher level prioritizing, and roadmapping.

Use this template as a starting point.

Picture not available

Blueprinting Synthesis Process

Want more?

Copy the Google Doc that summarizes the

synthesis process

Furthermore, Rashid decides

to open some video

testimonials from previous

participants in the program

where they explain their

experience.
Rashid has to introduce

some profile data to the

BOT in order to find a

suitable matching

counselor. 

Some time later, the BOT suggests

to FAS with potential matchmaking

couples based on the info provided

in the profiling form. Sometime

instead FAS decides to close the

profile submission process.

Rashid RashidRashid

Rashid opens the

REBUILD app.

Rashid

CEAR

Rashid

Landing / Welcome

page

After this, he is informed that

the process has properly

completed. Rashid and FV will

be later informed about the

counselor assigned to him.

FV get access to some

general information about

social mentoring and

counseling in the Social

Mentoring-Counseling page.

FAS and other staff will meet to

check it and organise f2f

matchmaking events to create the

mentor-mentee couples. Once

couples are done, FAS will

introduce this info in the backend.

FV is informed via

bot notification

about his first

mentee

Onboarding Recommended procedure, info and suggestions Closing

Homepage

Rashid

Social Mentoring -

Contact

Rashid

REBUILD - SPAIN 

OPTION a. Rashid get

access to social

mentoring service in

advance (home country)

Rashid read a short

general description

about what social

mentoring is and how it

works. 

Social Mentoring

Rashid has been

asked to select a

language

Awareness

campaign

FV, as a counselor, has

been told about

becoming part of the

mentoring program with

migrants at UAB. 

He inserts his email

and password. Rashid

must confirm the

password twice.

Rashid

Scheduler

feedback: how

went? what's the

conclusion

Smart Information 

CEAR

FAS

Notification Area

Form

Bot notification

FV

Social Mentoring -

Contact

Rashid is willing to move and

leave his country and join

NGO program. He is willing to

know more about the country

and start his integration

process.

The local association

supports Rashid to install

REBUILD app in order to

help him for the next

procedures

FV needs to get into the

REBUILD app and fill a form

(GDPR compliant) to help

creating a profile with his

interests and skills.

FAS - FV

FV needs to

download the

REBUILD app

FV

Rashid

CEAR

Rashid

CEAR

Rashid

CEAR

FV

FV

Rashid receive a

chat message from

FV. 

Rashid is informed via bot

notification about the social

mentor assigned. Now, they

can be in touch. FV supports

him for the immediate

moving. 

Rashid

FV

Select language

Profile - Social

Mentoring

Information

The counselor (FV) will be in

charge of putting info in this page

in order to provide the most

relevant information to the FAS to

assess that the whole mentorship

process is correct. 

FAS can also have

access to a special

page for reporting

FV-Rashid activities.

Rashid can have

access to a special

page for reporting

FV-Rashid activities.

FV contacts Rashid

by chat. They

manage to have a

video call.

Rashid

FV

Rashid

Mentor-Mentee

actividy diary Messaging app

OPTION b. Rashid get

access to social

mentoring service in

host country

Face to face

interview for

validation

Rashid has already moved to

Spain and joined UAB. He is

willing to know more about

the country and start his

integration process.

The local association

supports Rashid to install

REBUILD app in order to

help him for the next

procedures

NGO (FAS)

UAB

NGO (FAS)NGO (FAS)

UABUAB

CEAR users' profile

check

CEARFV

Social worker /

Volunteer for the

generic service

Login

Recommendation

system

Rashid is shown a

Social Mentoring

introductory video

Book the interview Video exchange
(Intermediate) mail &

contacts exchange

Matchmaker

Smart Support 

NGO FAS gets

recommendations

about the possible

matchmaking

NGO (FAS)

NGO (FAS) FV

RashidRashid

May provide feedback

and take decision of

leaving the mentorship /

change mentee

May provide feedback

and take decision of

leaving the mentorship /

change mentor

FV

FAS FAS FAS FAS FAS

Pictograms

supporting the user

interaction

Pictograms

NGO (FAS)Rashid

The BOT invites him to

join a meeting informing

in-deep with FAS. It is

scheduled in 2 days.

Rashid

FV

Video

stories/testimonials

Language (as

component to

support language

selection)

Social Mentoring -

Counseling

Video

stories/testimonials
Path / procedure Form field Booking service Add video

Meetings (call,

video-call, chat, live

meeting)

Form field Matching

Completed

procedure (as

attribute)

Notification
Mentor-mentee

diary page

REBUILD Domains'

pictogram: Health,

Education, Housing,

Job, Sociality

REBUILD Services'

pictogram: Translation,

Mentoring - Counseling,

Legal, Social, Booking,

etc.

Edit actions Message

Select language
General topics and

services

Registration system

(email, password,

user data)

Show list of video

testimonials

Signup Button

Redirect to

Registration Page

Home Page

Redirection to Social

Mentoring Section

Social Mentoring

Show help dialog

Select language

Play a video from the

list of testimonials

Social Mentoring

Send notification to

FV that new user

wants to be

mentored

Notification area

Sends notification to

user when FV confirms

the interview will

happen

Notification Area

User receives a

notification from FV

with interview

information

User exchanges

information via email

with FV

Bot notification

User receives message

indicating that the

registration on the

mentoring process is

completed

User receives message

with information about

correspondent mentor

Social Mentoring -

Reports

User writes information

about the events

regarding social

mentoring

User/FV gives

feedback or decides to

leave the mentorship

program 

User and FV

exchanges

information about

mentorship program

Social Mentoring -

Contact ????

User and FV sends

feedback email to

Social mentoring

support team ????

 1) Rashid confirms

that wants to be

mentored.

2) The registration

shall be stored 

3) Send otificcation

to FV-FAS

During the interview,

FAS add more info

in their dashboard. 

FAS

FV has to introduce

some profile data to

the BOT. 

Unnamed area
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